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Lithologic and stratigraphic evidence from D.S.D.P. Site 398 (3910 m water depth, 
1740 m total penetration) and regional seismic reflexion data are placed in the context of 
the early tectonic evolution of the North Atlantic ocean. The morphology of the western 
Illerian continental margin is tlie result of two main tensional episodes dated Permo- 
Lias and Upper Jurassic - Lower Crctaceous, during which the initial basins between 
Grand Banks and Iberia were crtxted by suhsidence and tilting of continental 
blocks. A+limited occariic openirig had pro1)ably occurred inJurassic time between these 
two tensional episodcs. Ttiere was rio relative motion during Lower Cretaceous 
between North America and Iberia...c. 

One of the main results is that the 398 drillhole penetrated into the basement 
structure of a tilted block of the continental margin. Borehole data indicate an  
Uppermost Aptian age for the end of the Upper Jurassic - Lower Cretaceous tensional 
rpisode at the level of tlie site. The sut)sequerit begirining of sea floor spreading in the 
Uppcrmost Aptian is associated witli a <:linngc of sedimeritary facies from graded 
scqucnces iriterbedded witli slump beds or dehris flows to dark, detritic shales. The  
continental margin had suk~sided on a regiorial scale sirice this tinie. 
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D.S.D.P. Site 398 is located on a passive continental margin, south of Galicia Bank, 20 km to 
the south of Vigo Seamount (figure 1). Although Galicia Bank is continental, the nature of the 
crust of the interior basin between Galicia Bank and the Iberian continental margin is not 
firmly established. The initial creation of the interior basin filled with at least pre-Neocornian 
sediments may be relatcd to the Permo-Triassic-Liassic and/or late Jurassic - early Creta- 
ceous distensive episodes which occurred on land on each side of the North Atlantic (Pautot 
et al. 1970; Amoco 1973; Montadert et al. 1974; Arthaud & Matte 1975; Ziegler 1975; 
Jansa & Wade 1975; Schlee et al. 1976; Van Houten 1977; Groupe Galice 1979) and/or with 

FIGURE 1. Bathymetric map of the Galicia Bank area (Laughton et al. 1975) in corrected fathoms 
and position of Site 398. 
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FIGURE 2. Migrated section of the Flexichoc seismic profile GP19 (1.F.P.-C.W.E.X.0.-C.E.PPhl.) located on figure 1. Shot numbers at the top of 
the profile. Shot spacing = 50 m. Horizontal scale in the lower part, vertical scale in seconds of double travel time. The main seismic reflectors 
and acoustic units are shown on the interpreted profile. Limits and depths of geological stages after site 308 results on the right side. 
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synchronous or posterior N330 strikeslip motions along the northeastern border of the interior 
basin (Le Pichon et al. 1977; Groupe Galice 1979). Site 398 is consequently located in the 
southern part of the interior basin in an area greatly affected by rifting (Groupe Galice 1979). 

2. ACOUSTIC S T R A T I G R A P H Y  

Site 398 has been drilled about 400 m laterally off the 1.F.P.-C.N.E.X.O. Flexichoc seismic 
line GPI9 near shot 440 (figure 2, see location on figure i ) ,  in a water depth of 3910 m. A total 
penetration of 1740 m was obtained. Four main acoustic units overlie the acoustic basement 
(Groupe Galice 1979, figure 2). 

The acoustic basement is of clear sedimentary origin on this profile. I t  is generally diffractive 
and shows strong reliefs either as broad undulations or as sharp crests corresponding to buried 
highs. Sorne of these highs may pierce the seabed and outcrop on other seismic profiles. Sharp 
crests and strongly dipping layers in the basement suggest the presence of tilted fault-blocks 
frequent in passive continental margins. On some profiles, several highs are flat topped and 
covered by a thin sedimentary blanket which suggest that they have been affected by subaerial 
erosion. 

Formation 4 which is a moderately to strongly layered formation, is distinguished from the 
overlying formation 3 by a strong reflector. Formation 4 lies in troughs between horsts and 
tilted blocks. Layering is quite conformable with the structural top of the basement in the 
lowest part of the fills and may be nearly flat at the top of the formation. This indicates that 
sedimentation occurred during tilting motion of basement blocks. 

Formation 3 is generally transparent or slightly layered and fills in depressions. For that, it 
could be compared with formation 4 but actually differs from it by less inclined or horizontal 
bedding. This formation may be absent on the tops of structural highs. 

Formation 2 seems to have been deposited in many cases on an almost flat topography. I t  is a 
layered sequence with several good reflectors. Bedding is generally flat or conformable with the 
lower boundary. 

Formation 1 is acoustically transparent or slightly and regularly layered. 

3. S T R A T I G R A P H Y  F R O M  P I S T O N  CORES, D R E D G E  S A M P L E S  A N D  

H O L E  398 D C O R E S  

The above acoustic formations can be related to the lithologic column of Site 398 and to the 
stratigraphy obtained from core and dredge samples (Dupeuble et al. 1976; Ryan et al. 1979; 
Groupe Galice 1979 ; de Graciansky & Chenet 1979; Sigal 1979; Maldonaldo 1979). 

On a basis of correspondence between lithologic and acoustic units, stratigraphic and seismic 
hiatuses, physical properties, mineralogical composition of sediments and acoustic impedances, 
we believe that the deepest 75 metres were drilled beneath the acoustic basement (Site 398 
chapter, Ryan e t  al. 1979; Bouquigny & Willm 1979). They consist of marlstone, siltstone and 
white indurated limestone of Late Hauterivian to Early Barremian age which are part of 
complex sequences in this lower unit. The white indurated limestones were deposited under 
pelagic conditions and the marlstone and siltstone layers could have been emplaced by low 
density turbidity currents in a very quiet environment. Limestones have been deposited shallower 
than the CCD but probably at depths reaching 2 km at the level of the site (Ryan et al. 

1979) 
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Acoustic formation 4 of Late Brirremian to Uppermost Aptian agc is constituted of sand-silt- 
clay graded sequences interbedded with thick (1-10 m) slumped bcds or debris flows. These 
sequences are due to the redcposition of previous dcposits on subrnarine slopes and on a sub- 
siding seafloor (De Graciarisky et al. 1979). A stratigraphical break exists in the Uppermost 
Aptian and corresponds both to a sharp litliological change and to a major reflector between 
formations 4 and 3. 

Acoustic formation 3 of Lower Albian to hliddle Cenomanian age is constituted at its base 
of Lower to Middle Albian laminated dark shales mostly of continental provenance, followed 
by interbedded dark shales and marlstones from Middle to Late Albian ovcrlaid by Late 
Albian to Middle Cenomanian rcdeposited rnarl and chalk of pclagic origiri. The well known 
hiatus from Cenomanian to Early Scnonian separatcs acoustic formations 3 and 2. 

Acoustic formation 2 of Senonian to Upper Eocene agc consists of two main litliological 
units: a reddish to yellowish brown marly nanno clialk, calcareous niudstone, claystone and 
siliceous mudstone in the lower part which underlies siliccous nlarly nanno chalk and mud- 
stone interbedded with turbiditic sand-silt-~narl sequences. 

Acoustic formation 1 of Oligocene age to present is essentially constitiitcd by marly nanno 
ooze, nanno ooze, marly nanno chalk and nanno chalk with rhythmic beddings. 

Let us consider the sedimcntary evolution of this continental margin in the general context 
of the kinematic and tectonic evolution of the North Atlantic. Al1 published kincmatic solutions 
of the evolution of the Atlantic north of the Azores-Gibraltar line and reconstructions of the 
positions of continents hefore their separation (Le Pichon 1968; Pitman & Talwani 1972; 
Laughton 1972; Le Pichon et al. 1977; Groupe Galice 1979) are based on magnctic lineations 
and/or fracture zone trends. As a general rulc, the fit of corresponding maçnetic anomaly 
lineations, on each side of ridge axis, from anomaly 32 (upper Cretaceous) to prescnt gives 
quite a good idea of the kinematic evolution of the North Atlantic (Pitman & Talwani 1972; 
Laughton 1972). No magnetic data were availahle to çive other kinematic constraints betwcen 
the anomaly 32 fit and the pre-opening positions of continents. These were deduced from the 
shape of the continental margins, the correspondence of trends of the oldest oceanic portions of 
fracture zones and of pre-rift linear markers on land (Le Pichon et al. 1977). 

Figure 3 shows a compilation of mügrietic lincations in tlie nortlieast Atlantic based on pull- 
lished data north of the Cliarlie-Gihbs fracture zone (Pitman & Talwani 1972; KristoKcrsen 
& Talwani 1977), west of anomaly 25 (Williams & hlcKeiizie 1971; Pitman & Talwani 1972; 
Williams 1975 ; Laughton et al. 1975 ; Cande & Kristoffcrsen 1977), and on a riew re-examination 
of magnetic profiles east of anomaly 25. Magrietic anomalies 33 and 34 have been idcritified 
from the proposed criterion of Cande & Kristofferscn (1977). 

A triple point junction probably existed wcst of tlie Bay of Biscay at the time of anomalies 
33 and 34 as proposed by Williams (1975). Altho~igli Upper Crctaceoils to Upper Eocene 
compressive movements have üffectîd the initial configuration of anomalies 33-34 in the Bay 
of Biscay, the shape and amplitude of these anornalies associated with the Charcot-Biscay- 
Cantabria seamounts topographie fcatiire do not seem to have beeri strongly affccted by tliis 
compressive episode. 

Magnetic anomalies of around 150 nT  amplitude exist in the Iberiari Abyssal plain, west of 
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the Iberian peninsula and east of anomaly 34. The size and spacing of these anomalies are 
close to those of the Cretaceous quiet zone west of North Africa (Hayes & Rabinowitz 1975). 
From south to north, the eastern limit of this domain corresponds to the Tore-Madeira rise 
along the J anomaly (Pitman & Talwani 1972; Olivet et al. 1976; Rabinowitz et al. 1979) then 
to a positive anomaly which prolongates the Tore-Madeira rise until the 41" N parallel and 
which could correspond to the MO anomaly, and finally to a line which bounds the N.W. 
corner of Galicia Bank. The J anomaly has been identified with the Mû-Ml anomaly by 
Rabinowitz et al. (1979) which is dated as Upper Aptian (leg 53, Francheteau, persona1 com- 
munication; Van Hinte 1976). Consequently, if those assumptions are correct, the wide area 
located between anomaly 34 and this feature corresponds to the quiet magnetic zone. East of 
this feature, the M sequence does not exist. Nevertheless, this does not necessarily mean that 
oceanic crust created by seafloor spreading is lacking east of the J anomaly. 

FIGURE 3. Magnetic lineations in the Northeast Atlantic. See text for data sources. Numbered full 
squares correspond to locations and numbers of D.S.D.P. sites. 

6. LEG 47b R E S U L T S  I N  T H E  F R A M E W O R K  O F  T H E  E A R L Y  E V O L U T I O N  

O F  T H E  NORTH ATLANTIC 

(a) Triassic-Liassic or older tensional episode 

The first epoch of rifting of continents in the North Atlantic is still debated, but is probably 
linked to several tensional phases occurring since Permian to Upper Lias in the continental 
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Eurasian-American framework (e.g. Arthaud & Matte 1975; Groupe Galice 1979), and to the 
early history of the Mesogean realm (Aubouin 1977). AS a general rule, the rifting episode is 
supported by the existence of thick evaporitic series linked to a fast subsideilce of continental 
blocks. Reliable data around the Iberian peninsula and Grand Banks exist especially during the 
Trias-Lias episode. O n  Grand Banks, Jurassic and older formations are preserved in structural 
basins bounded by basement block faulted structures with presence of salt diapirism (Daily 
Oil Bulletin 1973). In  Aquitaine, the Triassic-Liassic sedimentation is characteristic of a 
subsident basin filled up  with thick detrital and evaporitic deposits (Winnock 1971 ; Darde1 8r 
Rosset 1971 ; Winnock et al. 1973). In  initial reconstructions of continents, the Aquitaine basin 
could be prolongated towards the West by grabens and basins related to the Labrador-Biscay 
Fault (Laughton 1972; Le Pichon et al. 1971 a).  In  the interior basin between Galicia Bank 
and Iberia, the deep sedimentary layers may be of Jurassic or older age (Groupe Galice 1979). 
Nevertheless, the very thick sedimentary series without evidence of salt diapirism detected in 
scisniic profiles do not support clearly the fact that this area has been affected by a Triassic- 
Liassic episode of rifting. In the small basins of the continental slope, formations are affected 
by salt diapirism, as between the Porto seamount and the Portuguese shelf (Montadert et al. 
1974; Wilson 1975 ; Groupe Galice 1979). Consequently, numerous studies support the hypoth- 
esis that the initial Eurasian-American continent has been affected, a t  least locally, by an  
intense fracturation and by an  episode of rifting giving rise to subsiding basins filled with 
Triassic-Liassic evaporites and/or clastic sediments. The westernmost extension of these basins 
is located east of the eastern limit of the quiet magnetic zone (figure 3) but cannot be traced 
easily because of the sedimentary cover especially thick in the Iberian abyssal plain, south of 
Galicia Bank. In  any case, it is difficult to precisely determine the amoiint of oceanic crust, if 
any, which has been created during this tensional episode. 

(6) Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous tensional episode 

South of Grand Banks, on the western Scotian shelf there exists a Berriasian-Valanginian 
hiatus in a shallow marine deposit environment (Gradstein et al. 1975). O n  Grand Banks, the 
most striking structural feature is a major angular unconformity a t  the base of the Cretaceous 
section. Beneath this unconformity, Jurassic and older formations are preserved in structural 
hasins bounded by basement block-faulted structures (Daily Oil Bulletin 1973). Coeval tensional 
episodes has been noticed in the Alpine-Mesogean domain (see, for example, Aubouin 1977). 

In the Galacia Bank and Vigo areas, a major tectonic event llas occurred in the Late Jurassic 
- Early Cretaceous and is a t  the origin of the main morphologic trends of the continental 
margiri (Groupe Galice 1979). Faulted blocks are subsiding and rotating along faults of Pana- 
mran type. Indeed, rotating faults have functioned both on the Iberian and Armoricaii marçins 
during this episode (Montadert et al. 1977). Nevertheless, as the Iast 75 m of the borehole drilled 
into a half graben structure seem to have been deposited above the CC:D at a depth which 
can reach 2000 m (Site 398 chapter, Ryan et al. 1979), it is impossible to distinguish and quantify 
at  the level of Site 398 what part of vertical motion is relevant to each of the two tensional 
episodes. Fan-shaped sedimentary figures, observed in the acoustic formation 4 (figure 2), 

show that sedimentation occurred during tilting motion of basement blocks (Ryan et al. 1979; 
Groupe Galice 1979). Boreliole data date only the end of the Upper Jurassic - late Cretaceous 
episode as Uppermost Aptian. 

The C:retaceous magnetic quiet zone is bounded towards the East by the J or MO atiom,tly 
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(figure 3). East of this limit, the M sequence is lacking but a flat magnetic domain exists and 
could be related either to a continental subsided area or to the Jurassic magnetic quiet zone. 
If these assumptions are correct, this would mean that either the Permian to Lias tensional 
episode has affected a large area between North America and the Iberian peninsula with 
oceanization of continental crust, or more probably, that an  early limited opening has occurred 
during Jurassic time after the Permo-Lias tensional episode. In both hypotheses, as the M 
sequence is lacking, there is no creation of oceanic crust between North America and the Iberian 
peninsula in early Cretaceous before Upper Aptian. 

FIGURE 4. Tentative reconstruction of the positions of the continents at the time of anomaly J (Uppermost Aptian). 
Bathymetric contours in metres. America is kept fixed. J anomaly in dotted line on the eastern side and in 
continuous line on the western side of the North Atlantic. 

(c )  J anomaly: the beginning of true sea Joor spreading in the northern Atlantic 

The history of the Tethyan ocean becomes independent of the Atlantic evolution. While 
compressive phases induced the first Alpine deformations, the Atlantic opening is going on. 
A first approximate configuration of the land masses is given in figure 4. The relative positions 
of Afi-ica and North America is very well documented and cornes from a persona1 communi- 
cation of H. Schouten in the paper of Rabinowitz et al. (1979).  The relative position 'of the 
Iberian peninsula with respect to North America is based on a well documented definition of 
the eastern limit of the Cretaceous quiet magnetic zone seawards of the Iberian peninsula and 
on some limited reconnaissance of the J anomaly with available magnetic profiles located east 
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of Grand Banks (Pitman & Talwani 1972). In a first attempt, positions of Europe and Rockall 
are those of the initial fit of Le Pichon et al. (1977)~ as no availabIe data exist to give better 
relative positions of continents at the time of anomaly J. This fit must be understood as a first 
try which will be improved by a better definition of the shape of MO anomalies on each side of 
the Northern Atlantic and by including fracture zone constraints, which is not the case in 
figure 4. Nevertheless, this new preliminary step in the kinematic evolution of the North 
Atlantic gives further constraints on the early opening and on the initial fit of continents. 

FIGURE 5. Reconstruction of the position of continents at  the time of anomaly 34 (Upper Santonian). Bathymetric 
contours in metres. America is kept fixed. Magnetic anomalies J and A 34 in dotted line on the eastern side 
and in continuous line on the western side of the North Atlantic. With the conventions of Le Pichon et al. 
(1973), parameters of rotation are: Europe/North America, 63.0" N, 149.3" E, - 19.0; Iberian Peninsulal 
North America, 82.8" N 121.3" E, -22.6". 

By definition, the J anomaly is associated with topographic features (Pitman & Talwani 
1972) such as the Tore-Madeira rise on the eastern side of the North Atlantic and the ' J anomaly 
ridge', south of Grand Banks and the Newfoundland fracture zone. Ballard et al. (1976) have 
proposed that these J anomaly twin features were associated with an Azores-like hot spot. 
The formation of these twin structural features, whatever their invoked mode of formation, 
would have modified both the tectonic evolution of the nearby continental margins and the 
style of sedimentation. This can explain the change in sedimentation type from the Aptian 
graded sequences emplaced by turbidity currents to the Albian dark shales and also the presence 
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of the main seismic discontinuity between acoustic formations 4 and 3 (figure 2). Note that the 
dark shales are deposited on the Armorican margin during Middle Aptian (Montadert et al. 
1976) perhaps because the connection between the Iberian abyssal plain and the Bay of Biscay 
was not established north and south of the Flemish Cap - Galicia Bank structural feature at  
the time of anomaly J. 

Since Uppermost Aptian the western continental margin of the Iberian peninsula globally 
subsided because of vertical cooling of the lithosphere as the accreting boundary move away 
towards the west. 

( d )  Anomaly 34: a step in the opening of the North Atlantic 

The trend and length of anomalies 34 on each side of the North Atlantic have been defined 
by numerous data. Between the Charlie-Gibbs fracture zone and the Azores-Gibraltar line, it is 
impossible, using the constraints of these two fracture zones, to match the corresponding plate 
boundaries at the time of anomaly 34 (Upper Santonian in the Van Hinte Scale (1976)). On the 
other hand, Le Pichon & Sibuet (1971) have examined the kinematics of the Eocene episode 
of compression between the Iberian and European plates and have shown that the boundary 
between the two plates extended west of the Pyrenees, along the Spanish marginal trench to 
end West of King's Trough at the triple pointjunction. Consequently, the positions ofanomalies 34 
on each side of this plate boundary have been shifted after their creation. Segments of anomalies 
34, located north and south of the Charcot and Biscay Seamounts, have been unambigu- 
ously matched with anomaly 34 on the American side by using the trend constraints of 
the Charlie-Gibbs fracture zone and the Azores-Gibraltar line. One of the main kinematic 
implications is that at the time of anomaly 34, the Bay of Biscay was not completely created, 
which is supported by the fact that anomalies 34 and 33 might be present in the central part of 
the Bay of Biscay (Williams 1975; Sibuet et al. 1979). 

I n  Upper Santonian the open sea is well developed south of the Charlie-Gibbs fracture 
zone (53" N). The sudden arriva1 of primary minerals formed in upstream soils (illite, chlorite, 
sandy silicate, kaolinite) from Upper Santonian to Lower Maestrichtian at least is probably 
due to the supply of minerals inherited from high latitudes and transported by the just estab- 
lished north-south oceanic circulation (Chamley et al. 1979). This oceanic circulation could have 
been established at  the time of the early opening of the Labrador Sea (Le Pichon et al. 1971 6 )  
that is at the time of anomaly 34. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The early kinematic evolution of the Atlantic, north of the Azores-Gibraltar line, provides 
strong constraints on the shape and size variations of oceanic basins and also about their possible 
connections and the establishment of oceanic circulation through time. The general results 
of Leg 47b have been integrated within a tentative reconstruction of the positions of the con- 
tinents at the times of anomalies 34 (Upper Santonian) and MO (Upper Aptian) and have 
been related to the early history of the North Atlantic opening. The last movements of sub- 
sidence and tilting of blocks associated with the so-called Upper Jurassic - early Cretaceous 
tensional episode have been dated as Uppermost Aptian at  the level of site 398. Then, the 
beginning of true seafloor spreading in the northern Atlantic is dated as Upperinost Aptian 
and the connection of the North Atlantic ocean with the Labrador sea seems to have been 
established in Santonian times. 

V. Renard and X. Le Pichon critically reviewed the manuscript and made helpful suggestions. 
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Fig. 3 1.at.a pool after roof collap\e showing hasaltic pillars at the 
iwiiindar\ of the unfractured extrusion /one con the righti. The 

pillars are ahout 10-15 m high. 

cxplanation has heen put forward by Fuller7 and  W a t e r s 9 0  
account for the existence of vertical cavities <spiraclesi that cut 
niassive la \a  on the Columbia River Plateau. These authors  
proposed thai water  vapour and o ther  gases surge upward into 
liquid lav;i that c»\.crs rnarshy ground. 

temporary liquid magma pools which can fiIl topographic lows 
and  smoth the ridge topography, and  of the rhythmic nature 
and rapidity of the magma pool withdrawal. When drain-off is 
prevented o r  when it proceeds too  slowly, massive lavas a re  
created. 

Fip. 4 1)ct;iiI of h;isaliic pillnr and ot edge ot iiiocm;i pool. 1 1 .  

1'ill;ir ;itt;ichctl 111 the edge oi the pool ;rnd cnpped hysmoiith lohatr 
tluid i.r\:i 11. I'illar: funnel-5hapi.d wideniiiv upwards Pillar Cros\- 
wction shouing. c. la\a coolinri lede5 on ouier marpin: il. massiir 

I:i\a invde pillar wall: 1,. holliiw L.onduit insidc pillar. 

i.? RcFore anv exteiisive crvstallisation takes place. the lava 
pool 15 draincd rapidlv in aucce\sivc stages (Fip. 6 ) .  This leaves 
'h;ith-tub' rings around the 'cold walls' present in the depres-  
\ion. This includes the pillars and the edees of the  pool. This 
;iccounts for the apparent  layering shown by the pilla; samples. 
Thc rille-like canyon seen on  the Hoor of the pool may be adra in  
parh. Finally down-drag of either the roof o r  the ou te r  rigid 
carapace of the pillars can scrapz vertical grooves on  the still 
plastic interior and explain the smooth corrugared ou te r  surfaces 
ot borne pillars. A similar rnechanism has been proposed by 
\loor-t and Richterv to explain the vertical striations on  the 
4urtact 01 Hawa'ian tree moulds. 
( 4 1  Scilidification of the fluid l a t a  against the cold wall at the 
hottom ofrhe pool would help to maintain pillars in position after 
coll;ipsc of the roof. 

T h u s  tall. near vertical and hollou pillars with rings of glassy 
iedyes are found in dense arranpemrnt  within fossil poolsof fluid 
l,~\;i.  The! arc interpreted as the fossil witiiesses of both 

Fip. 5 Kccoristruction 01 magma pool before thr draining of latas 
.III,I rooi colidp\e. The arrows at the pool wriace reprrsrnt escape 

(11 water 

Fie. 6 lnferred evolution of magma pool showing hicton 111 

pillars and cooling ledpes at se\eralEtagt.s isee teut). a. Initial ~1;igi. 
of tilling of the depression; h. heginning oi lava pool withdraual 
with concomitant roof collapse. c. hnal stage of roof rollap\c 

showing isolated pillars standing among coarsc ruhhle. 

T h e  Huidity of the l a \a  can he explained il there is rüpid 
emplacement of a large volume of lava resulting in slow cociliiig 
of the bulk of the lava pool. T h e  large volume of oiitpouring may 
be d u e  t o  a high 'instantaneous' spreading rate coricomitant with 
a high ascent rate of the lava. 

T h e  otiservations at 21" ru' show that the size of lava pools 
increases southward along the ;ixis and thus that the Huid lava 
regime in the south is predominant over  the pillow laka regimr. 
This suggests that instantaneous rates of spreading ma! hc 
variahle alonp the strike of the rnid-ocran ridge. 
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